Our Website is a good source for additional product information including:

- AUTOCAD SYSTEM DETAILS
- TECHNICAL DATA
- PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS
- WARRANTY INFORMATION
- JOB PHOTOS
- SALES REP SEARCH
- PANEL SELECTION INFORMATION

We are constantly adding additional information to our website so check back often.

www.wallpanelsystems.net

CONTACT INFORMATION:

wall panel systems, inc
421 Business Center Court
Redlands, CA 92373
Toll Free: (877)333-4WPS (4977)
Phone: (909) 307-8888
Fax: (909) 307-8887

Email:
support@wallpanelsystems.net
estimating@wallpanelsystems.net

Extensions:
Customer Support: x23
Estimating: x 27 or 28
What's included in the WPS systems

At WPS, our mission is to provide the most complete panel systems available in the market today. In order to do this, we are involved in all aspects of a project starting from the design phase and ending with assistance with final inspections. We feel this level of involvement is critical to ensuring all our projects are completed with the high quality expected from a finished product.

Bringing designers visions to reality

We offer design and budget assistance for all our products, so if you have an idea you are not sure can be done, let us know and we will make every attempt to come up with a solution. We are always more than happy to provide preliminary budget information and review the plans and specs for any suggestions we may have. Custom mockup samples are available upon request and in various situations, custom extrusions can be made to solve specific jobsite conditions like 45 degree corners.

Shop drawings & fabrication

As part of our dedication to ensuring all our systems are complete, shop drawings are provided for all projects. We feel a good shop drawing will help prevent future coordination issues and it allows us to ensure everyone is on the same page. Once we have the approved drawing, the project is sent to our production line for processing. Our shop contains machinery setup specifically for panel fabrication which allows us to produce panels at rapid pace while still maintaining the highest level of quality. The rapid fabrication pace gives us flexibility in meeting all your project scheduling needs.

Warranty & installation support

All our systems come with a standard one year warranty when installed according to recommendations and when building is constantly kept temperature controlled. In addition to the warranty, we provide installation support either over the phone or in person as required. Our support staff has experience with a variety of installation applications and can help with general questions like process of shimming a wall to the more complex applications like cladding a door or creating a removable access panel. Whatever your needs are, we are here to help.

Open recessed reveal

The newest member of our WPS systems is the Open Recessed Reveal system. This system is unique since it does not use the aluminum extrusions found in all our other systems. The typical material used for the reveal is the dense phenolic panels but any type of dense material can be used. This system offers the most design flexability and can accommodate reveals of 1/16" all the way up to 1 or 2 inches. The reveal material can be black as pictured here or it can be the same color as the panel to give a more polished look. You also have the choice to pick any other color you may like to create a nice accent wall with 2 or more different colors. This system can also accommodate panel thicknesses of 5/16" all the way up to 3/4" giving you plenty of options to choose from. This system replaces the typical Z-Clip application used on many different projects.

Radius panels

With a few modifications to our systems, we are now able to offer radius panels. There are a variety of different application methods used in order to create a radius wall with the method changing depending on the radius you are looking for. We can complete a radius from a 2 foot radius and up. Radius walls are a great design feature and can completely change the appearance of a room. We have the ability to do inward radiuses, outward radiuses or both within the same wall. All of the same panel materials are used for Radiused and Non-Radiused walls.

Other options

There are a variety of different applications our systems work well with. A popular choice is the ceiling panels. Since our systems are progressive, the panels lock into place one by one which makes a perfect fit for ceiling applications. This gives you the option to install the panels on the wall then continue straight to the ceiling with ease. Another recent development we have is a rubber trim insert piece for the Captured System. These pieces are placed in the channel of the captured system and creates an air tight seal with the panel preventing anything from getting behind the panels which is ideal for a cleanroom application. The systems also work well cladding columns and reception desks. See our website for additional formation.
key benefits of the WPS systems

**Superior Function**

One of the main features of our systems is their ability to keep all panels in the same plane without excess shimming. All clips and extrusions interlock, guiding the panels into the right position to remain flush with adjacent panels. This allows our systems to look relatively the same over long periods of time which is key to a successful installation. We currently have 5 different systems that all have the ability to mix and match between each other. Since all our systems are interchangeable, the designer has great

**Variety of Applications**

All our systems are made of durable aluminum that are well suited for high-traffic areas like airports, elevator lobbies and medical corridors. With a wide selection of panel materials and various extrusion finish options (clear satin, gold, bronze, black, or powdercoated), our systems adapt well to any environment whether it be a high-end hotel lobby with an exotic veneer or wainscot down a hospital corridor with the durable phenolic panels. We also have a variety of choices when it comes to Green material and that’s why we are confident we can find a design that suits your needs.

**Complete Turn Key Systems**

All our systems are sold as a complete turn key system. This helps us ensure all project are completed per the tough quality control requirements we have in place. All fabrication is done under our supervision which ensures a project that is done in California is fabricated exactly the same as a project done in New York. This gives the designer confidence in specifying our product and allows us to provide proper warranties.

**Installer Friendly**

Our systems were designed from an installers point of view. Our systems are require relatively little shimming when compared to a standard z-clip system. We provide a complete shop drawing to help guide the installer through the project and we ship out all the panel material cut to size ready to install. Making the system installer friendly also helps keep our product within budget.

**Shadowline System**

The most popular of our system thus far has been our Shadowline System. This system features the smallest aluminum reveal we offer at 3/16". Designers like this system due to its narrow edges and joints which leaves a slight shadow between the panel and the extrusion, creating a subtle, upscale look. The Shadowline System also features 3 different outside corner options including a square profile and a radius profile. Additionally, we have recently added a square stainless steel corner piece as an option for high traffic areas.

**Shadowline Recessed Reveal**

This modification to the Shadowline system was created due to overwhelming requests made by Architects and Designers. All the edge and outside corner pieces are the same as the Shadowline System, but the vertical and horizontal joints have been replaced with a 1/4" recessed aluminum reveal. This system is great for designers who would like to bring a little more dimension to their design while still maintaining the sleek look offered in our Shadowline System.

**Open Reveal System**

The Open Reveal System (ORS) is unique due to its 3/8" channel that runs through all the edges and reveals. This system is great for designers looking for a reveal that stands out. The channel also serves a 2nd purpose of giving the ability to hang picture frames within the reveal without damaging the wall panels. The channels contain teeth that not only provide elegant detailing, they also give the extrusion the ability to grab on to something placed in the channel. This system contains 2 outside corners within the system but can also utilize the stainless steel corner or any of the outside corners available in the other systems.

**Captured System**

The Captured System features a 7/16" insert piece that hides the edges of the panels. This system is great for high traffic areas where you don’t want your panel edge exposed to potential damage. The 7/16" insert piece is the widest metal reveal available at this time and although it is not a flush mounted system, the insert piece does not extrude too far past the face of the panel. This system also features a radius and square edge which are great for wainscot walls.

mix & match all our systems.
We are pleased to offer a wide selection of panel materials from some of the greatest companies in the world. We have tried to put together a good mixture of material types to give the designers a wide selection to choose from. In addition to the panels listed below, we also offer a series of printed pattern panels as well as bamboo panels with more to come.

**WOOD VENEER PANELS**

Treefrog Veneer offers a full line of wood veneer panels for a variety of different applications. From the more traditional maple, cherry and oak panels to the more exotic satsawood or teak veneer, you will find what you are looking for. Treefrog now has an option to provide FSC Certification with 5 different wood veneers.

**PHENOLIC PANELS**

Trespa and Arpa offer a full selection of phenolic panels for interior use. These phenolic panels are extremely durable and are great for high traffic areas. The panels come in a variety of thicknesses and have a few different finish options. One option available is the solid material which is great with our open recessed reveal system. You can also choose from the different fire ratings. The panels are also environmentally friendly and are a great resource for meeting LEEDS requirements.

**METAL PANELS**

Our collection would not be complete without a great selection of metal panels. Chemetal has allowed us to offer their entire selection of metal designs with our system. You have over 100 designs to choose from including brushed aluminum, oxidized copper, tinted finishes and various perforated aluminum panels.

**GRAPHIC PANELS**

Our Graphic panels are a great addition to any wall. Whether you are looking to add your company logo or just looking for options to change the look of your building from season to season, the Graphic panel is the way to go. The ability to remove and swap out the panels make them perfect for advertising as well. These panels give you the option to turn your wall into your own billboard which is great for highly visible locations like airports. The graphic panels are made from a phenolic core which makes them extremely durable and the ability to select any high quality picture of your choice gives you endless possibilities.